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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Fallout]

SAVANNAH GUTHRIE: Fallout off the coast of South Carolina. The race to gather sensitive
debris this morning after the U.S. shoots down the Chinese spy balloon over the Atlantic. Just
ahead, what the Chinese are saying about what it was doing here. And Republicans rip the
President for waiting too long to act.

CONGRESSMAN MIKE TURNER (R-OH) [on NBC’s Meet the Press, 02/05/23]: It’s sort of
like tackling the quarterback after the game is over. The — the satellite had completed its
mission.

GUTHRIE: What's next in the high stakes showdown between the U.S. and China.

(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Chinese Spy Balloon Fallout]

HODA KOTB: Another major story this morning, the ongoing drama surrounding the Chinese
spy balloon shot down off the South Carolina coast this weekend. The Navy and Coast Guard are
now working to recover as much debris as possible so it can all be analyzed and studied. This as
President Biden faces criticism from Republicans and Chinese officials for the administration's
handling of the incident. We have two reports. We’re going to start with NBC’s chief foreign
affairs correspondent Andrea Mitchell with us in Studio 1A. Hey, Andrea, good morning.

ANDREA MITCHELL: Hoda, good morning. While the search of the debris field continues, FBI
experts are trying to assess the intelligence damage, but the more immediate problem for the
White House could be the political controversy as Republicans go on the attack, even though the
Biden administration says China sent three balloons into U.S. air space during the Trump
administration, though never for this duration. As Navy divers search for debris, this video shows
what appears to be part of the balloon being brought back to shore Sunday. Ships are canvassing
a ten-mile debris field in shallow waters with the FBI on hand to start analyzing the wreckage, as
police seek help from beachgoers.

MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA SGT. TOM VEST: If any debris washes up, we need
to know about it right away.

MITCHELL: Defense officials say the balloon with the payload the size of three busses first



entered U.S. air space over the Aleutian Islands last Tuesday. Tracked by NORAD, it moved to
Canada, re-entering U.S. air space over Idaho Wednesday, flying at 60,000 feet. Two senior
officials tell NBC News U-2 spy planes were circling the balloon as it flew across the country,
capturing images and data. China says it was a weather balloon that drifted off course, but the
U.S. says it was a spy balloon with China managing its direction. Although the balloon flew over
Montana which has 150 missile sites, U.S. officials say they mitigated its surveillance
capabilities without providing specifics on how. Once the balloon reached the Atlantic coast, it
was shot down with a single sidewinder missile from an F-22 fighter jet.

MAN: Boom!

MYRTLE BEACH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER: We have
eyes on the balloon falling.

MITCHELL: A spokesperson for the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs responding this
morning, calling it an “unacceptable and irresponsible action.” China raised eyebrows over the
weekend saying they retain the “right to respond further.” Meanwhile, Republicans slammed
President Biden for not shooting it down immediately.

TURNER [on NBC’s Meet the Press, 02/05/23]: The President taking it down over the Atlantic
is sort of like the quarterback — tackling the quarterback after the game is over. The — the
satellite had completed its mission.

MITCHELL: On Saturday, the President said his military advisors did not want to risk harming
civilians or damaging property with falling debris.

PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN: I ordered the Pentagon to shoot it down on Wednesday as soon as
possible. [SCREEN WIPE] They decided the best time to do that was when it got over water.

MITCHELL: The biggest question puzzling top U.S. officials: Why would China's President Xi
risk sending a spy balloon across the entire United States clearly visible from the ground,
knowing it would blow up a high stakes meeting with Secretary of State Blinken that supposed to
take place this weekend? Or was this a long planned military operation not coordinated with
China's president? Savannah?

GUTHRIE: All those are good questions, Andrea. Thank you so much and joining us now is
Jeremy Bash the former chief of staff at the CIA and Defense Department under the Obama
administration. Jeremy, good morning.

JEREMY BASH: Good morning.

GUTHRIE: Andrea raises the question, why now? What’s your analysis?

BASH: I think this is probably part of a long running effort by the Chinese PLA, their army, to
field this capability, high surveillance airships, to conduct aerial surveillance of sensitive places



and although these balloons have approached the United States before never has us hung out so
long over so many sensitive sites, so I think President Biden was exactly right to order the
military to shoot it down.

GUTHRIE: Well, let’s talk —

BASH: And, by the way, it was the first time we shot down an enemy aircraft over the United
States since World War II.

GUTHRIE: — yeah, notable. Explain the significance of where it was flying? You mentioned
those missile sites how sensitive it is. What is an aircraft like that capable of gleaning at that
distance? What would it be looking for?

BASH: Well, it’s probably got high resolution cameras. It probably doesn't have the most
sophisticated technology because, of course, it's not stealthy and we saw it in plain sight, so we
could shoot it down. But it’s probably starring, Savannah, at our missile sites, at our strategic
command in Nebraska and other places where we field our aircraft that carry our nuclear
weapons. And so, we’ve got to get it out of the sky. I think we have to develop a capability to
reel in those balloons when they come down. We can't wait for them to go out over water. That's
too far and too long.

GUTHRIE: One of the issues and criticism coming to the White House is how do you let a
balloon like that fly across the continental United States and continue whatever mission it is on?
The White House says we were able to mitigate whatever kind of surveillance activity it might
have been doing. How does that happen? How does that play out?

BASH: Yeah. We're pretty good at that. We can cover things with tarps and doors and put things
indoors, put aircraft in hangars. We can tell people to get off their unencrypted communications.
We know how to defeat satellite surveillance, so this, I think, is routine. This is really the
military's call about when it was safest to bring this down. This is about three busses worth of a
payload. If you have that rain over several miles of a debris field that could hit a kindergarten, a
hospital. You don't want to risk American lives for unmanned aircraft.

GUTHRIE: And just, real quickly, to broaden it out a little bit, the U.S.’s state of relations with
China, I'm struck by a general whose — a memo leaked, the head of air mobility command, I
hope I'm wrong but my gut tells me we will fight in 2025, a fighting war with China.

BASH: I hope he's wrong too, but President Xi Jinping has said wants to build the capability to
take Taiwan by 2027, so our military has to be ready.

GUTHRIE: All right. Jeremy Bash, thank you very much. Appreciate it.


